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Madness in
March: The
Troubles of
Realignment
Matt Lieberson
Editor-in-Chief,
Senior

I went to with some Syracuse athletic representatives this past December,
the representatives admitted that the main reason
behind the move to the
ACC was to broaden their
football recruiting base.
Missouri moved to the
SEC, along with Texas
A&M, to create a 14-team
football juggernaut in the
SEC.
The depressing fact to
me is that the schools
themselves have been unreceptive to continuing
these rivalries. The Missouri-Kansas rivalry will
cease to exist after this
year. In football, Texas
A&M will stop playing
Texas, ending a rivalry
that has spanned decades.
Watching such emotional,
charged games is what
keeps me interested in
college basketball over
the pros. These college
kids seem to have so much
more heart than NBA
players, and I personally
enjoy college basketball
much more than the NBA.
But ending these rivalries
will reduce the amount of
these games that go down
as classics. Remember
the 6-OT game that Syracuse and UConn played?
We have to hope for that
in the NCAA Tournament now. The conference shifting ends classic
series that produced some
of the best games of both
this season and all time.
Many rivalries will
stand. There will still be
classic games. Maybe
some of these schools will
continue to play each other in one-game series each
year. But it is still bittersweet for me to see the rivalries end. It’s a shame to
know that I won’t be able
to watch repeats of these
games next year. But with
any luck, the next conference money-grab will reunite some of these fierce
rivals.

This article is bittersweet for me to write. My
freshman year, I got to
write about March Madness, and I vividly remember being so proud
of that article. I saw it in
the paper the next week,
and I was so happy with
myself. Since then, every
year I’ve written about
the NCAA Basketball
Tournament. So this is sad
for me, as this is my final
March Madness article in
Headlight.
This article is also bittersweet for me to write as a
college basketball fan. To
be honest, I didn’t watch
too much college basketball this year. The games
I did manage to watch,
though, were all fantastic games. Two of these
games happened to be on
February 25. One of these
games was a double-overtime thriller between Kansas and Missouri, which
Kansas won 87-86. The
other game this night was
Syracuse vs. UConn in
Connecticut, which Syracuse won at the buzzer,
71-69. These two games
were just high quality basketball games. The teams
were intense, the crowd
was charged up, and the
basketball was great. I
lucked out with the games
I picked to watch.
The only problem?
These two games likely won’t happen again.
With conference realignment, these unbelievable
rivalries will fall to the
wayside when Syracuse
leaves the Big East for the
ACC (along with Pittsburgh) and Missouri bolts
the Big 12 to join the SEC.
I can’t fault these schools
for wanting to leave their
respective conferences.
Each school has their rea- Now to fill out my bracksons to leave, and I under- et.
stand if they need to move
for better opportunities in
whatever they see fit. But
the problem I have is that
this is a football-driven
decision to move conferences. During a function

High School Drama Production
Receives Honors, Acclaim
Alex Kerai
Webmaster, Freshman

Over forty years ago
there was a 17-year old
boy living in a small town
near Suffolk in England.
One thing set this boy
apart from others who
lived in his town: he had
blinded six horses. Not
much else was heard about
that crime, but it grew as a
seed in one author’s head
and began to form itself
as an intense fascination.
What become of that boy
was never made clear to
the general public, but
instead his crime became
the center of what has
now become known as
one of the greatest plays
of the twentieth century.
Equus is one man’s journey through the abyss of
a highly disturbed young
man. It is a highly complex play with issues concerning religion and sacrifice along with the clash
between personal values
and the expectations of
the established institutions. Equus was written
by Peter Shaffer and it examines a fictional young
man who was sent to a
psychiatrist for a careful
mental evaluation. While
he is being assessed by
the psychiatrist, the views
and values that were engrained upon the boy as
a young child are brought
to light as catalysts for
his current state; and as
the psychiatrist delves
deeper into the psyche

of his young patient, his
own fragile state comes
to light and threatens his
career and life.
For this year’s Massachusetts State Drama Festival, Marblehead High
School chose Equus as its
show. Now, Equus is a
play meant for colleges to
perform with adults, not
for a high school with a
cast made up of fourteen
to eighteen year olds, but
Marblehead High enlisted
the help of the talented
Steve Black as director and the skillful Greg
Dana as technical director
and they managed to pull
it off brilliantly. They
also managed to cut down
a 137 minute show to a
mere 37 minutes. Then
came the casting. Joe
Boyce threw himself into
the role of Alan Strang,
the disturbed young man
who blinds the horses
while Chris Pederson
became Dr. Dysart, the
psychiatrist. Emilie Soghomonian played Alan’s
love interest Jill Mason,
a girl working at the stables and Dan Gawrys was
Harry Dalton, the stable
owner. The horses were
portrayed by Kyra Jones,
Libby Janscy, James Zissulis, Julia Taliesin, and
Kim Pearson.
Adam
Power played Nugget, the
main horse that Alan becomes obsessed with. Rachel Larson was Hesther
Saloman, the magistrate
who comes to Dr. Dysart
for help with Alan and
Tatiana Dalton and Alex
Glass played Alan’s parents while Alea Moscon
played the Nurse. The
stage crew was led by Max
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Levine and Biz Nuccio
with light design by Mary
Kauffman and sound design by Ben Webber. The
music was composed by
Tatiana Dalton, Olivia
Gould, and Ryan Henrich
and the horse masks were
brilliantly made by Mary
Kauffman, Becca Purchase, and Hannah Landergan.
Marblehead High
School did not end up going home empty handed.
Max Levine and Biz Nuccio won the Stage Manager Award; Joe Boyce
and Emilie Soghomonian
both won All-Star Acting Awards; Tatiana Dalton, Olivia Gould, Ryan
Henrich, and Ben Webber won the sound design
award; and Mary Kauffman, Becca Purchase, and
Hannah Landergan won
the Technical Award for
Mask Design and Construction. In addition,
the judges complimented
Joe Boyce's portrayal of
Alan Strang, calling his
progression for the character “believable and
chilling.” Another judge
complimented
Chris
Pedersen for his role as
Dr. Dysart saying that
he took on his task as of
Dr. Dysart “ably and with
assurance.” The judges
complimented Joe Boyce
and Emilie Soghomonian
saying that they believed
that “these young people
had a connection, albeit a
distorted one.” The judges loved the horse heads,
saying that they “created
such a wonderful visual
for the stable scenes and
that the use of the set was
splendid.” They conclud-

ed by saying “Good work
bringing both the human
and ceremonial aspects of
theatre together and one
production,” and that the
cast managed to combine
“the human and ritualistic
aspects of the theatre.”
This year’s Drama Fest
was a whole day performances of theatre from
seven different schools.
Each show varied from
the next with different
plots and different genres.
No two plays were alike
in any way. As this was
my first year at Drama
Fest, it was quite a day!
There were comedies,
thrillers, mythical dramas,
farces, historical dramas,
and just plain dramas.
Almost every genre had
some sort of representation at Drama Fest, and it
was awesome! Although
Equus did not move on to
the next round in Drama
Fest, it was a fun day and
an amazing experience.
I think that award winning stage manager Max
Levine put it best when he
said, “For a really challenging show, I think that
the actors really dove into
it and performed to their
top abilities.” But to me,
it’s just disappointing that
all the talent in Equus was
not seen in the next round.

Alex worked on the crew
for Equus, which received
several honors at the
Dramafest.

In last week's issue, we incorrectly referred
to Molly Sweeney's article as "New Year's
Revolution: A Change in Africa."
The title of the article should have been
"New Year's Resolution: A Change in Nicaragua."
We apologize to Molly and anybody else
who noticed the error, and we sincerely regret our error.
A photo of Adam Power (left) and Joe Boyce from
Equus.
Photo Credit-Max Levine
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